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Introduction

ShareIt! it's a peer-to-peer file sharing application working inside the web browser without the need 

of centralized servers while offering to the user high speed transferences, anonymity and ciphered 

communications  between  the  peers  without  requiring  to  download  nor  install  any  external 

application or plugin.

To achieve this, it's developed as a static HTML webapp in pure JavaScript and high-edge HTML5 

technologies and following Internet standards and open specifications, and it only requires to work 

just the latest versions of the most popular web browsers.

This project is also currently candidate for the Spanish VII Free Software University Championship 

2012-1013 (http://www.concursosoftwarelibre.org/1213).

Contribution

There are some popular P2P applications and protocols like eMule, BitTorrent or Ares, but they 

require to download and install an application on the user's computer and also sometimes configure 

their  Internet  access  and firewalls  so  it  can  work  (that  it's  not  always  possible  due  to  system 

restrictions nor easy to do). There are also some P2P clients that work inside a web browser, but 

they are  mainly browser  plugins  that  require  to  be installed  too,  or  cloud services  running on 

Internet where you pay to be able to access to them.

ShareIt! on the other hand is the first and only one P2P file sharing application developed in pure 

JavaScript that runs on a web browser, using WebRTC as underlying transport. This allow it to run 

on any operating system or device that has a web browser with the required technology (currently 

only Chrome >= 23, Firefox is work in progress) without needing to install any piece of software on 

the user's computer, just open a specific web page and start using it. Also it's on the roadmap to 

develop  in  the  next  months  a  command  line  application  using  the  Node.js  JavaScript  virtual 

machine, so the application could run independently as a background process without requiring to 

have a web browser to work.

At  this  moment  the  necessary  technology to  make  this  feasible  (WebRTC PeerConnections  & 

DataChannels) are starting to be integrated on the latest experimental versions of the main web 

browsers, and this is the reason why there are only some proof-of-concept on Internet. However 

ShareIt! has being developed since July of 2012 using a custom implementation of the required 

DataChannels  specification  (https://github.com/piranna/DataChannel-polyfill)  developed  just  for 

testing purposes and rapidly becoming a highly starred project on GitHub by itself, and thanks to it  

ShareIt! can be several months in advance from other similar projects.

ShareIt! is designed having portability, perdurance and user anonymity in mind. To achieve this, it 

uses standard web technologies to transport data so normal firewalls wouldn't be able to block it  

without disabling full web surfing, and being deployed as a static HTML application it's easy to 

deploy it  on any web server or change to another one in case is  down or blocked by network 

policies so the user can be keep connected to the P2P network. Also, data transmitted between peers 

is  fairly  minimal  both  to  reduce  band-width  usage  and  possibility  of  user  identification  (for 

example, users are identified by random unique Ids and files by unique hashes instead of by name, 

IP or other inculpable attributes), and all the transferred data is ciphered with banking and military 

level encryption methods (TLS & DTLS). All of this make ShareIt! a very useful tool to circumvent 

government Internet restrictions like the “China's big firewall” and improve worldwide free-speech.



Business projection

The ShareIt! application and its underlying communications library & protocol (WebP2P) are both 

Free and Open Software, so the commercial model that best fit would be a non-profit foundation 

that manage the future improvements of the application and the protocol,  and its diffusion and 

promotion as a new web standard in a similar way the Mozilla Foundation does. To achieve this, it 

would require the contract of very different professional profiles, like

• programmers and software engineers specialized in network communications, encryption, 

data  transmission,  security,  network  and  Internet  APIs...  being  this  the  mainly  required 

profile

• lawyers specialized  on  international  Intellectual  Property,  data  protection  and  privacy, 

software responsibilities...

• UI designers and accessibility consultants

However, although being an open project it would also host some economic commercial model as a 

Research  &  Development  Information  Technologies  (R&D  IT)  company  like  BitTorrent,  Inc. 

(http://www.bittorrent.com) offering licenses for commercial usage of the ShareIt! technology or 

support  and  integration  for  business,  giving  them  the  possibility  to  deploy  their  own  private 

networks,  or  to  help  them to  earn  resources  usage in  the  case  of  data  storage  companies  like 

Dropbox, Tokbox or similar ones. In that case it would require to incorporate personal assigned to 

the task of installation and customized support for that companies.

Also,  this  technology could  offer  the  possibility to  add custom usage over  it  besides  the  files  

transmission that could be of interest for companies or final users in a direct way or through other 

related technologies like WebRTC, like virtual private networks (VPNs) working directly from the 

web browser, secure world-wide communications between employees, content streaming, server-

less distributed intranet... To this point, not only the number of required contracted engineers would 

be bigger so they could focus on particular users and business customizations but also it would 

require to incorporate  marketing and commercial departments and professionals to  improve the 

visibility of the company and their technologies.

Development status

At this moment, the project reached the version 1.0 the December 21th of 2012, being the protocol 

and the basic files transference functionality stable, allowing it to be used for testing purposes and 

up to some degree it's also ready for normal usage in a daily basis. At this moment is in progress to 

the version 1.1 improving usability and client performance, and also adding new features like peers 

and files look up and a general documentation and code clean-up. Version 1.2 will be focused on 

improvement of security and the transmission protocol, allowing to download a file simultaneously 

from several peers and also download several request from the same peer (pipelining) to increase 

throughout.

Code  is  publicly  hosted  on  https://github.com/piranna/ShareIt,  having  the  official  public 

implementation  hosted  at  https://5apps.com/demos/piranna/shareit and  the  development  blog  at 

http://pirannafs.blogspot.com.es.



Sustainability and Social Responsibility

The project is designed to be totally client-side and don't require servers for its core functionality. 

Currently it only require a web server to host the application (that could be on the user's machine), a 

handshake server due to limitations on the technology specification (currently using the PubNub 

cloud service) and temporally a DataChannels backend server due to current state-of-the-art of the 

technology that could be removed in some weeks when browsers implementations gets improved, 

so by design the requirement of infrastructure or maintenance are minimal to non-existent.

Regarding to social responsibility, a lot of people links the P2P concepts with Intellectual Property 

piracy, but the truth is that this is not true anymore and P2P technologies are being used everyday 

for a lot of applications like Skype communications, content distribution and software upgrades, 

replication and perdurability of data... All of this use cases can benefit instantly from the advantages 

that a pure client-side, server-less and HTTP-based technology like ShareIt! could offer to them. 

This is showed by the fact that its getting a huge interest on several technology related Internet 

forums like Barrapunto (http://barrapunto.com/articles/12/12/21/1559248.shtml) and HackerNews 

(http://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=5119876)  making  the  project  to  increase  its  number  of 

followers on GitHub a 50% in the last days.

The code itself is fully published using the Affero-GPL license,  allowing it to be accessible by 

everyone to maintain it easily or be able to reuse it on other subsequent projects without problems, 

giving both practical and social advantages as shows the fact that a lot of people is helping to spread 

it  and it's  starting to  distribute copies  from their  own servers,  and also in  the last  weeks have 

appeared several external unrelated projects based on the ShareIt! technologies demonstrating the 

innovative aspect of the project and its technology and the people's interest on them.

Technical issues

ShareIt! is build using only open protocols and standards to increase its compatibility, and it has 

been designed taking in account user and data anonymity, so to achieve this the data is cyphered 

during transmission, there's no storage anywhere (just only on origin and destination), connections 

are anonymous and the networks architecture is designed to be totally distributed, just to don't allow 

to do data interception, identification of network members or the existence of a central point that 

would break down all the network. Also, being developed as a web app it has the advantage that all  

the user downloaded copies can get fully upgraded in just some minutes, being sure that all the 

member of the network has the latest version of the application at any moment.

Publications and Derivated projects

• Thesis by Stefan Dühring (http://fairyco.de)

• Thesis by Arindra Kumar Das (arindra.das@live.  com  )

• “HTML5 for Masterminds” book by J.D. Gauchat (http://www.minkbooks.com)

• Doctoral thesis by Ahmad Hadinata Fauzi (http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~ahf4)

• WhatAreYouDownloading (http://whatareyoudownloading.com): Alternative client for the 

WebP2P protocol

• Ampere (http://hcliff.github.com/ampere): BitTorrent client on the web browser


